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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of com-
munications technologies, and in particular, to a lossless
adjustment method of ODUflex channel bandwidth and
an ODUflex channel.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] An OTN (Optical transport network, optical
transport network), as a core technology of a next gen-
eration transport network, is capable of implementing
flexible scheduling and management of high-capacity
services, and increasingly becomes a mainstream tech-
nology of a backbone transport network.
[0003] With the rapid development of data services,
the current OTN system can no longer well satisfy the
requirement of directly bearing multiple services with var-
ious rates. Aiming at the requirement, the ITU-T is dis-
cussing about formulating a new ODUflex frame to satisfy
the requirement. The ODUflex frame may bear a packet
service at any rate, and in this case, the ODUflex rate is
opted to be n * 1.24416 G, where 1 ≤ n ≤ 80. Since the
ODUflex frame cannot directly pass a line interface, but
needs to be encapsulated to an HO ODU (Higher Order
Optical Channel Data Unit, higher order optical channel
data unit) and to be transported through the HO OTU
(Higher Order Optical Channel Transport Unit, higher or-
der optical channel transport unit). A current mapping
manner of an ODUflex frame to an HO ODU uses the
GMP (Generic Mapping Procedures, generic mapping
procedures), where the ODUflex occupies some time
slots of the HO ODU.
[0004] A packet service traffic has a property of non-
real time changing, so in different time periods, the ODU-
flex is required to provide various bandwidth to satisfy
various packet service traffic, and is required not to affect
the normal transmission of the packet service while ODU-
flex channel bandwidth is adjusted.
[0005] Therefore, how to achieve the lossless adjust-
ment of ODUflex channel bandwidth has become a prac-
tical problem that is required to be solved while a packet
service is borne through an ODUflex.
[0006] Document D1 (GEOFFREY M GARNER HUA-
WEI TECHNOLOGIES CO ET AL: "Timing Domains and
Timing-Related Processes in an OTN Network Element;
C 69", ITU-T DRAFTS) describes the timing domains of
an OTN cross-connect NE in more detail than has been
done previously, in order that the jitter and wander accu-
mulation for the new CBR client mappings can be simu-
lated using an appropriate HRM (or HRMs). In addition,
to support this simulation model development, this con-
tribution examines in detail the timing-related processes
present in an OTN cross-connect NE in the context of
these timing domains.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide
lossless adjustment methods of ODUflex channel band-
width, devices and system for implementing the lossless
adjustment methods respectively.
[0008] The objective technical problem is solved by the
solution defined by the claims 1-5.
[0009] The technical solutions provided in the embod-
iments of the present invention achieve a lossless ad-
justment of ODUflex channel bandwidth by adjusting the
number of time slots occupied by an ODUflex frame in a
Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit of each network
node device on an ODUflex channel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] To illustrate the technical solutions according
to the embodiments of the present invention or in the
prior art more clearly, the accompanying drawings for
describing the embodiments or the prior art are intro-
duced briefly in the following. Apparently, the accompa-
nying drawings in the following description are only about
some embodiments of the present invention, and per-
sons of ordinary skill in the art can derive other drawings
from the accompanying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a lossless adjustment method
of ODUflex channel bandwidth according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a lossless adjustment method
of ODUflex channel bandwidth according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a structural diagram of an ODUflex frame
that encapsulates bandwidth adjustment indication
information according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is schematic diagram of utilizing a PSI to re-
allocate a time slot occupied by an ODUflex in an
HO ODU at an egress side of a network node ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a smooth process-
ing process according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 6 is a structural diagram of an ODUflex frame
that encapsulates rate adjustment indication infor-
mation according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of an ODUflex channel
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion; and
FIG. 8 is a structural diagram of a source network
node in an ODUflex channel according to an embod-
iment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0011] The technical solutions of embodiments of the
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present invention will be clearly and comprehensively de-
scribed in the following with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings of the embodiments of the present inven-
tion. It is obvious that the embodiments to be described
are only a part rather than all of the embodiments of the
present invention. All other embodiments obtained by
persons of ordinary skills in the art based on the embod-
iments of the present invention without creative efforts
shall fall within the protection scope of the present inven-
tion.
[0012] As shown in FIG. 1, an embodiment of the
present invention provides a lossless adjustment method
of ODUflex channel bandwidth, which includes the fol-
lowing steps:

Step 101: Respectively adjust, according to band-
width adjustment indication request information, a
time slot occupied by an ODUflex frame in a Higher
Order Optical Channel Data Unit at an egress side
of each network node on an ODUflex channel.
Step 102: Adjust, according to rate adjustment indi-
cation information, a transmission rate of an ODUflex
frame of each network node on the ODUflex channel,
to enable the transmission rate of each network node
on the ODUflex channel to be unified.

[0013] In the lossless adjustment method of ODUflex
channel bandwidth provided in the embodiment of the
present invention, the order of step 101 and step 102 is
not fixed, that is, the executing order of step 101 and step
102 may be adjusted according to an increase or a de-
crease of packet service traffic.
[0014] The lossless adjustment method of ODUflex
channel bandwidth provided in the embodiment of the
present invention achieves the lossless adjustment of
ODUflex channel bandwidth by respectively adjusting a
time slot occupied by an ODUflex frame in a Higher Order
Optical Channel Data Unit at an egress side of each net-
work node on an ODUflex channel, and adjusting a trans-
mission rate of an ODUflex frame of each network node
on the ODUflex channel.
[0015] In order to describe the present invention more
clearly, technical solutions provided in the present inven-
tion will be described through specific embodiments in
the following.
[0016] As shown in FIG. 2, an embodiment of the
present invention provides a lossless adjustment method
of ODUflex channel bandwidth with main steps in the
following:

In the embodiment of the present invention, an ex-
ample that packet service traffic is increasing is taken
for description. It is assumed that an ODUflex origi-
nally occupies one time slot, and since the packet
service traffic is increasing, two time slots are re-
quired to be occupied currently. By using the tech-
nical solutions of the present invention, a whole proc-
ess of adjusting ODUflex channel bandwidth is in the

following.

[0017] Step 201: A source NE obtains, through a NMS
(Network Management System, network management
system), current ODUflex channel bandwidth state infor-
mation, and implements bandwidth reservation on an
ODUflex channel; the reserved bandwidth on the ODU-
flex channel may satisfy being adjusted to be two time
slots; if the bandwidth reservation is successful, a next
operation is performed; otherwise, the source NE reports
the information about unsuccessful bandwidth reserva-
tion.
[0018] Step 202: Each network node implements ad-
justment of the ODUflex channel bandwidth at an HO
ODU level, that is, adjust a time slot occupied by an ODU-
flex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit
at an egress side of each network node on the ODUflex
channel.
[0019] Operations of a source NE (Network Node, net-
work node):

1. Bandwidth adjustment indication request informa-
tion is generated. The bandwidth adjustment indica-
tion request information and its encapsulation man-
ner in the embodiment of the present invention may
be applicable to the situation in FIG. 3. Bandwidth
adjustment indication information used in the
processing of adjusting the ODUflex channel band-
width in an HO ODU is BAI (Bandwidth Adjustment
Identifier, bandwidth adjustment identifier) informa-
tion which mainly includes: a BI/BD (Bandwidth In-
crease/Bandwidth Decrease, which indicates an in-
crease or a decrease of ODUflex channel band-
width), a BC (Bandwidth Capacity, which indicates
the number of time slots that are occupied by an
ODUflex), and a BBAI (Backward Bandwidth Adjust-
ment Identifier, which returns an ODUflex channel
bandwidth adjustment complete indication). When
the ODUflex channel bandwidth is required to be in-
creased, the BI/BD is "1010", the BC is the number
of time slots that are required to be occupied by the
ODUflex; when the ODUflex channel bandwidth is
required to be decreased, the BI/BD is "0101", the
BC is the number of time slots that are required to
be occupied by the ODUflex; under a normal situa-
tion, the BI/BD is "0000", the BC is the number of
time slots that are practically occupied currently;
when the processing of adjusting the ODUflex chan-
nel bandwidth in the HO ODU is completed, a des-
tination network node returns a BBAI to a source
network node, in this case, the BBAI is 1; under the
normal situation, the BBAI is 0.
Where, an RAI (Rate Adjustment Identifier, rate ad-
justment identifier) is BAI information that is used for
ODUflex own rate adjustment.
When an ODUflex rate is required to be adjusted,
that is, an increase or a decrease of the rate, the RAI
is "1010"; when the ODUflex rate adjustment is com-
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pleted, the RAI is "0101"; and under the normal sit-
uation, the RAI is "0000".
The BAI information and its encapsulation manner
in the technical solutions of the present invention are
not limited to the manners that are described above.
The BAI information may further include some other
information, such as CRC check information. An en-
capsulation location of the BAI information is not lim-
ited to bytes 13 and 14 of a first line, and may be
placed in any reservation location in an ODUflex
overhead, or may be placed in an HO ODU over-
head.
In the embodiment of the present invention, the
BI/BD is "1010" and the BC is 2, which indicates that
the ODUflex channel bandwidth is required to be in-
creased to be two TSs. The bandwidth adjustment
indication request information is encapsulated into
the ODUflex overhead to be sent out.

2. The source network node indicates, through a PSI
(Payload structure identifier, payload structure iden-
tifier) that, allocating, by the HO ODU, the two TSs
that are required to be occupied by the ODUflex in
the network node is to be completed.
When the ODUflex channel bandwidth in the HO
ODU is required to be adjusted, it may be indicated,
through a 256-multiframe PSI, that reallocating a TS
(Time Slot, time slot) to the ODUflex is to be com-
pleted; and a condition of occupying the TS by the
ODUflex is switched in a next 256-multiframe.
An example that a case that the ODUflex originally
occupies one TS in the HO ODU is adjusted to a
case that the ODUflex occupies two TSs is taken for
description, where the HO ODU is divided into 8 TSs.
As shown in FIG. 4, in an ith 256-multiframe, an ODU-
flex occupies one TS, that is, TS 2. In this case, the
ODUflex channel bandwidth is required to be adjust-
ed, and it is indicated, through a PSI, in an (i + 1)th

256-multiframe that the ODUflex will occupy two TSs
in an (i + 2)th 256-multiframe, that is, TS 2 and TS
4. However, in the (i + 1)th 256-multiframe, the ODU-
flex still occupies only one TS, that is, TS 2. In the (i
+ 2)th 256-multiframe, the condition of TSs occupied
by an ODUflex is switched to be two, that is, TS 2
and TS 4.
In the adjustment process, since the ODUflex rate
is kept unchanged, and only a container that bears
the ODUflex is increased, the number of ODUflexs
that are borne in each frame of the HO ODU is kept
unchanged, the number of ODUflexs that are de-
mapped from the HO ODU is unchanged, and a
cache to store the ODUflex is in a balanced state.
Therefore, the performance of a restored ODUflex
clock is not affected, and the adjustment is a lossless
adjustment process.
During the above process, the reallocated TS switch
time may also be in other manners in addition to
switching the condition of TS occupied by an ODU-

flex in the next 256-multiframe. For example, based
on GMP (Generic Mapping Procedures, generic
mapping procedures) payload block border, the con-
dition of TS occupied by an ODUflex is switched, and
switching the condition of TS occupied by an ODU-
flex is triggered through an overhead carried in the
GMP. That is, in the embodiment, before the switch,
the GMP payload block occupies one TS; and after
the switch, the GMP payload block occupies two
TSs.

3. Wait till the time slot adjustment is completed, the
BAI request information is modified to be normal,
that is, the BI/BD is "0000", and the BC is 2; and the
modified BAI request information, that is, bandwidth
adjustment indication request complete information,
is encapsulated into the ODUflex overhead to be
sent out.

4. A BAI complete indication returned by the desti-
nation network node is detected; when three frames
of ODUflexes are received continuously, and the
BBAI is 1, it indicates that adjusting the ODUflex
channel bandwidth at the HO ODU level is complet-
ed, that is, an ODUflex level may be triggered to start
the ODUflex own rate adjustment.

[0020] In the embodiment of the present invention, it
is preset that when adjustment of ODUflex channel band-
width at an HO ODU level of a destination network node
is completed, three frames of ODUflexes that are encap-
sulated with BAI complete indication are returned to a
source network node. In other embodiments of the
present invention, it may also be set that a destination
network node returns, to a source network node, other
frames of ODUflexes that are encapsulated with BAI
complete indication, which is not limited here by the
present invention.

Operations of an intermediate NE

[0021] When the intermediate NE is required to de-
map an ODUflex frame from an HO ODU:

1. The intermediate NE receives BAI information at
an ingress side, where BI/BD is "1010" and BC is 2,
and therefore it is perceived that the ODUflex chan-
nel bandwidth is required to be increased to be two
TSs.
2. The BAI information is transparently transmitted
immediately, and at an egress side, the BAI informa-
tion with the BI/BD being "1010" and the BC being
2 is encapsulated into an ODUflex overhead to be
sent out.
3. It is indicated, through a PSI, that the adjustment
that the ODUflex is required to occupy two TSs in
the HO ODU of the NE is to be completed.
4. After the adjustment is completed and the BAI
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information with the BI/BD being "1010" and the BC
being 2 is no longer received; the BAI information is
modified to be normal, that is, the BI/BD is "0000"
and the BC is 2; and the modified BAI information is
encapsulated to the ODUflex overhead to be sent
out.
5. When the BBAI information from the destination
network node is received, the BBAI information is
transparently transmitted.

[0022] When the intermediate NE is not required to de-
map an ODUflex frame from an HO ODU:

1. The intermediate NE directly transparently trans-
mits the BAI information.
2. When the BBAI information from the destination
network node is received, the BBAI information is
transparently transmitted.

Operations of a destination NE

[0023]

1. The destination NE receives BAI information at an
ingress side, where BI/BD is "1010" and BC is 2, and
therefore it is perceived that the ODUflex channel
bandwidth is required to be increased to be two TSs.
2. Wait till BAI information with the BI/BD being
"1010" and the BC being 2 sent from an upstream
NE is no longer received, a complete indication BBAI
of the adjustment of the ODUflex channel bandwidth
in an HO ODU, that is, BBAI being 1, is returned to
the source NE. The information that the BBAI is 1 is
encapsulated into an ODUflex overhead that has
three continuous frames, and is to be sent out; af-
terward, the BBAI is modified to be normal, that is,
the BBAI is 0.

[0024] Step 203: Each network node adjusts an ODU-
flex own rate.

Operations of a source NE

[0025]

1. Preprocessing of ODUflex rate adjustment mainly
includes: triggering a reading-enabled capacity of a
packet service cache to be ineffective; only caching
a packet service, but not reading a packet service
from the cache; and subsequently encapsulating
invalid data to an ODUflex (such as encapsulating a
GFP (Generic framing procedure, generic framing
procedure) idle frame to an ODUflex), where the
ODUflex no longer has valid data.
2. ODUflex rate increase indication RAI information,
that is, RAI is "1010", is generated, and the informa-
tion is encapsulated into an ODUflex overhead that
has three continuous frames, and is to be sent out.

3. A ODUflex rate is adjusted, that is, an ODUflex
clock is adjusted to be approximately two times of
that of an original ODUflex so as to adjust the ODU-
flex rate to an expected rate.
4. Wait till the ODUflex clock adjustment is stabilized,
ODUflex rate adjustment complete indication RAI in-
formation, that is, RAI is "0101", is generated, and
the information is encapsulated into an ODUflex
overhead that has three continuous frames, and is
to be sent out, so as to indicate that the ODUflex rate
adjustment is completed.
5. Processing after the ODUflex rate adjustment
mainly includes: triggering the reading-enabled ca-
pacity of the packet service cache to be effective and
obtain the packet service from the cache; and then
encapsulating, through the GFP, the packet service
to an ODUflex frame whose rate is adjusted.
6. In this case, the adjustment of the ODUflex chan-
nel bandwidth is completed; and the increase of
packet service traffic may be triggered.

Operations of an intermediate NE

[0026] When the intermediate NE is required to de-
map an ODUflex frame from an HO ODU:

1. The intermediate network node transparently
transmits rate adjustment indication information.
2. An ODUflex frame is de-mapped from a received
HO ODU frame, and smooth processing is per-
formed on the ODUflex frame so as to facilitate sta-
bility of a restored ODUflex clock after a ODUflex
frame rate is adjusted.
3. The intermediate network node transparently
transmits rate adjustment complete information.

[0027] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
smooth processing during the ODUflex own rate adjust-
ment process may adopt the following manner so as to
remove the problem that the ODUflex clock that is re-
stored during an ODUflex rate changing process is in-
stable, thereby achieving lossless de-mapping of a pack-
et service at a receiving end.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 5, the smooth processing
process is implemented through two levels of caches.
[0029] Firstly, ODUflex data flow that is de-mapped
from an HO ODU frame is stored to a first level of cache.
[0030] And then, in a uniform increasing or decreasing
manner, the data in the first level of cache is stored to a
second level of cache till both two levels of caches reach
a balanced state.
[0031] Lastly, the ODUflex clock is restored according
to the second level of cache.
[0032] In the technical solutions provided in the present
invention, the smooth processing of the destination NE
and the intermediate NE during the ODUflex own rate
adjustment process is not limited to the methods de-
scribed in the embodiment, and any other methods that
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are capable of achieving the same effect may also be
applicable.
[0033] When the intermediate NE is not required to de-
map an ODUflex frame from an HO ODU:

1. The intermediate network node transparently
transmits rate adjustment indication information.
2. The intermediate network node transparently
transmits rate adjustment complete information.
3. The intermediate network node transparently
transmits the HO ODU.

Operations of a destination NE

[0034]

1. An ODUflex whose rate is increasing is de-
mapped from an HO ODU.
2. Smooth transition processing is performed on the
de-mapped ODUflex data flow to make the restored
ODUflex clock stable so as to achieve the lossless
de-mapping of an ODUflex.
3. Frame positioning and RAI identification process-
ing are performed on the ODUflex data flow. When
three frames of ODUflexes including a rate adjust-
ment indication that the RAI is "1010" are received
continuously, all subsequent ODUflex frames are
discarded since data borne by the ODUflex in this
case is invalid; the frame positioning is performed
on the ODUflex data flow again till an ODUflex frame
header is locked and three frames of ODUflexes in-
cluding a rate adjustment complete indication that
an RAI is "0101" are received continuously, de-map-
ping processing is performed on subsequent ODU-
flex frames since data borne by the ODUflex in this
case is valid.

[0035] The embodiment of the present invention
achieves the lossless adjustment of ODUflex channel
bandwidth by respectively adjusting a time slot occupied
by an ODUflex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel
Data Unit at an egress side of each network node on an
ODUflex channel, and adjusting a transmission rate of
an ODUflex frame of each network node on the ODUflex
channel.
[0036] Further, an embodiment of the present inven-
tion also provides a lossless adjustment method of ODU-
flex channel bandwidth. In comparison with the above
embodiment, the differences merely lie in that the steps
of adjusting an ODUflex own rate by each network node,
in which a placing manner of RAI information that is used
in the ODUflex own rate adjustment is shown in FIG. 6.
When an HA/LA (High Order/Low Order Adjustment
Identifier) is "1010", it indicates BAI information which is
used at an HO ODU level; when the HA/LA (High Or-
der/Low Order Adjustment Identifier) is "0101 ", it indi-
cates the RAI information which is used in the ODUflex
own rate adjustment. The ODUflex own rate adjustment

is described in the following, so the HA/LA is "0101".

Operations of a source NE

[0037]

1. Preprocessing of ODUflex rate adjustment mainly
includes: triggering a reading-enabled capacity of a
packet service cache to be ineffective; only caching
a packet service, but not reading a packet service
from the cache; and subsequently encapsulating
invalid data into an ODUflex, where the ODUflex no
longer includes valid data.
2. ODUflex rate increase indication RAI information
is generated, that is, the BI/BD is "1010" and the BC
is 2, and the information is encapsulated into an
ODUflex overhead that has three continuous frames
and is to be sent out.
3. The ODUflex rate is adjusted, that is, the ODUflex
clock is adjusted to be approximately two times of
that of an original ODUflex so as to adjust the ODU-
flex rate to an expected rate.
4. Wait till the ODUflex clock adjustment is stabilized,
ODUflex rate adjustment complete indication RAI in-
formation, that is, BI/BD is "0000", is generated, and
the information is encapsulated into an ODUflex
overhead that has three continuous frames, and is
to be sent out, so as to indicate that the ODUflex rate
adjustment is completed in the NE.
5. An RAI complete indication returned by the des-
tination NE is detected.
6. Processing after the ODUflex rate adjustment
mainly includes that after the RAI complete indication
returned from the destination NE, that is, the BBAI
being 1, is received, the reading-enabled capacity
of the packet service cache is triggered to be effec-
tive and the packet service is obtained from the
cache; and then the packet service is encapsulated,
through the GFP, to an ODUflex frame whose rate
is adjusted.
7. In this case, adjusting the ODUflex channel band-
width is completed; and the increase of packet serv-
ice traffic may be triggered.

Operations of an intermediate NE

[0038] When the intermediate NE is required to de-
map an ODUflex frame from an HO ODU:

1. An ODUflex is de-mapped from an HO ODU.
2. Frame positioning and RAI identification process-
ing are performed on an ODUflex flow. When three
frames of ODUflex rate adjustment increase indica-
tion which includes that the BI/BD is "1010" are re-
ceived, it indicates that a subsequent ODUflex data
flow is invalid data that is generated during an ODU-
flex rate adjustment period; a rate level BC being 2
that is required by ODUflex to be adjusted is ob-
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tained; ODUflex clock adjustment is triggered ac-
cording to an obtained ODUflex adjustment rate lev-
el, and the ODUflex rate is adjusted to an expected
rate; and at the same time an ODUflex rate adjust-
ment increase indication which includes that the
BI/BD is "1010" is continued to be sent to a direction
of a destination network node.
3. Wait till the ODUflex clock adjustment is stabilized
and ODUflex rate adjustment complete indication in-
formation transmitted from an upstream is locked
and identified, rate adjustment complete information
is sent to indicate that the ODUflex rate adjustment
of upstream NEs including the NE is completed.
4. The intermediate network node transparently
transmits the rate adjustment complete information
returned from the destination network node.

[0039] When the intermediate NE is not required to de-
map an ODUflex frame from an HO ODU:

The intermediate network node transparently trans-
mits rate adjustment indication information.

[0040] The intermediate network node transparently
transmits rate adjustment complete information.
[0041] The intermediate network node transparently
transmits an HO ODU.
[0042] The intermediate network node transparently
transmits rate adjustment complete information returned
from the destination network node.

Operations of a destination NE

[0043]

1. An ODUflex is de-mapped from an HO ODU.
2. Frame positioning and RAI identification process-
ing are performed on the ODUflex flow. When three
frames of ODUflex rate adjustment increase indica-
tion including that the BI/BD is "1010" are received
continuously, it indicates that a subsequent ODUflex
data flow is invalid data generated during an ODUflex
rate adjustment period; a rate level BC being 2 that
is required by the ODUflex to be adjusted is obtained;
at the same time, the frame positioning processing
on the ODUflex flow is triggered again till an ODUflex
frame header is locked and three frames of ODUflex
rate adjustment complete indication including that
the BI/BD is "0101" are received continuously, it in-
dicates that the ODUflex rate adjustment period of
an upstream NE ends.
3. When an ODUflex rate adjustment indication that
is transmitted from an upstream is locked and iden-
tified, ODUflex clock adjustment is triggered accord-
ing to an obtained ODUflex adjustment rate level and
the ODUflex rate is adjusted to an expected rate.
4. Wait till the ODUflex clock adjustment is stabilized
and ODUflex rate adjustment complete indication

RAI information which is transmitted from the up-
stream is locked and identified, an indication indicat-
ing that ODUflex rate adjustment of a whole channel
is completed, that is, BBAI is 1, is returned to an
source NE; and three frames are continuously re-
turned.

[0044] In the embodiment of the present invention, rate
adjustment is performed on a source node, an interme-
diate node and a destination node, the source node is
notified after rates are kept stabilized, and the source
node triggers a next operation, thereby achieving the
lossless adjustment of ODUflex own rate.
[0045] As shown in FIG. 7, an embodiment of the
present invention provides an ODUflex channel, which
includes: a source network node, at least one intermedi-
ate network node and a destination network node. The
source network node is configured to create bandwidth
adjustment indication information and rate adjustment in-
dication information, where the bandwidth adjustment in-
dication information and the rate adjustment indication
information are encapsulated in an HO ODU overhead
or an ODUflex frame overhead and are transmitted to
the intermediate network node and the destination net-
work node.
[0046] The source network node, intermediate network
node and destination network node are configured to re-
spectively adjust, according to the bandwidth adjustment
indication request information, a time slot occupied by
an ODUflex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel
Data Unit at an egress side.
[0047] The source network node, intermediate network
node and destination network node are configured to ad-
just, according to the rate adjustment indication informa-
tion, a transmission rate of an ODUflex frame.
[0048] Further, referring to FIG. 8, the source network
node includes:

a message sending module 801, configured to cre-
ate the bandwidth adjustment indication request in-
formation and rate adjustment indication information
and send the bandwidth adjustment indication re-
quest information and rate adjustment indication in-
formation;
a bandwidth adjusting module 802, configured to ad-
just, according to the bandwidth adjustment indica-
tion request information, a time slot occupied by an
ODUflex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel
Data Unit at an egress side; and
a rate adjusting module 803, configured to adjust,
according to the rate adjustment indication informa-
tion, a transmission rate of an ODUflex frame.

[0049] The ODUflex channel provided in the embodi-
ment of the present invention adjusts a time slot occupied
by an ODUflex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel
Data Unit at an egress side of each network node on an
ODUflex channel and adjusts a transmission rate of an
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ODUflex frame of each network node on the ODUflex
channel separately; and after the adjustment is complet-
ed, a source network node triggers change of packet
service traffic, thereby achieving the lossless adjustment
of ODUflex channel bandwidth.
[0050] Those of ordinary skills in the art should under-
stand that all or a part of the steps of the method accord-
ing to the embodiments of the present invention may be
implemented by program instructing relevant hardware.
The program may be stored in a computer readable stor-
age medium, such as a Read-Only Memory (ROM), a
Random-Access Memory (RAM), a magnetic disk, or an
optical disk.
[0051] The above is only the specific implementation
of the present invention, but the protection scope of the
present invention is not limited thereto. Any change or
replacement that can be easily derived by persons skilled
in the art within the technical scope disclosed by the
present invention shall fall within the protection scope of
the present invention. Therefore, the protection scope of
the present invention shall be subject to the protection
scope of the claims.
[0052] According to a first aspect, a lossless adjust-
ment method of ODUflex channel bandwidth is provided.
The method comprises:

adjusting, according to bandwidth adjustment indi-
cation request information, a time slot occupied by
an ODUflex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel
Data Unit at an egress side of each network node
on an ODUflex channel; and
adjusting, according to rate adjustment indication in-
formation, a transmission rate of an ODUflex frame
of each network node on the ODUflex channel, to
enable the transmission rate of each network node
on the ODUflex channel to be unified.

[0053] In a first possible implementation form of the
method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the bandwidth adjustment indication request
information, the time slot occupied by the ODUflex frame
in the Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit at the
egress side of the each network node on the ODUflex
channel comprises:

creating, by a source network node, the bandwidth
adjustment indication request information, and send-
ing out, by a source network node, the bandwidth
adjustment indication request information in the
ODUflex channel;
adjusting, by the source network node, the time slot
occupied by the ODUflex frame in the Higher Order
Optical Channel Data Unit at the egress side; and
after the source network node completes the adjust-
ment, sending bandwidth adjustment indication re-
quest complete information in the ODUflex channel.

[0054] In a second possible implementation form of the

method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the bandwidth adjustment indication request
information, the time slot occupied by the ODUflex frame
in the Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit at the
egress side of the each network node on the ODUflex
channel further comprises:

transparently transmitting, by an intermediate net-
work node, the bandwidth adjustment indication re-
quest information;
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, bandwidth adjustment indication request
complete information;
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, bandwidth adjustment complete indica-
tion information.

[0055] In a third possible implementation form of the
method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the bandwidth adjustment indication request
information, the time slot occupied by the ODUflex frame
in the Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit at the
egress side of the each network node on the ODUflex
channel further comprises:

transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the bandwidth adjustment indication re-
quest information, and adjusting, according to the
bandwidth adjustment indication request informa-
tion, the time slot occupied by the ODUflex frame in
the Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit at the
egress side;
after the adjustment is completed and the bandwidth
adjustment indication request complete information
sent from a direction of a source node is received,
sending, by the intermediate network node, the
bandwidth adjustment indication request complete
information in the ODUflex channel; and
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the bandwidth adjustment complete in-
dication information.

[0056] In a fourth possible implementation form of the
method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the bandwidth adjustment indication request
information, the time slot occupied by the ODUflex frame
in the Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit at the
egress side of the each network node on the ODUflex
channel further comprises:

after receiving, by a destination network node, band-
width adjustment indication request complete infor-
mation sent from a direction of a source node, re-
turning, by the destination network node, bandwidth
adjustment complete indication information to the
source node in the ODUflex channel.

[0057] In a fifth possible implementation form of the
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method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the rate adjustment indication information,
the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of the each
network node on the ODUflex channel comprises:

stopping, by a source network node, obtaining a
packet service from a cache, encapsulating the
ODUflex frame by using invalid data, and sending
the ODUflex frame;
creating, by the source network node, rate adjust-
ment indication information, and sending the rate ad-
justment indication information;
adjusting, by the source network node, the transmis-
sion rate of the ODUflex frame;
after the source network node completes the adjust-
ment, creating, by the source network node, rate ad-
justment complete information, and sending out the
rate adjustment complete information; and
obtaining, by the source network node, the packet
service from the cache, encapsulating the packet
service to the ODUflex frame and further encapsu-
lating the ODUflex frame to an HO ODU, and sending
the HO ODU.

[0058] In a sixth possible implementation form of the
method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the rate adjustment indication information,
the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of the each
network node on the ODUflex channel comprises:

transparently transmitting, by an intermediate net-
work node, the rate adjustment indication informa-
tion.
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, rate adjustment complete information;
and
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, an HO ODU frame.

[0059] In a seventh possible implementation form of
the method according to the first aspect, the step of ad-
justing, according to the rate adjustment indication infor-
mation, the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of
the each network node on the ODUflex channel compris-
es:

transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the rate adjustment indication informa-
tion;
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the rate adjustment complete informa-
tion; and
de-mapping, by the intermediate network node, the
ODUflex frame from a received HO ODU frame, and
performing smooth processing on the ODUflex
frame so as to facilitate stability of a rate of an ad-
justed ODUflex frame.

[0060] In an eightth possible implementation form of
the method according to the first aspect, the step of ad-
justing, according to the rate adjustment indication infor-
mation, the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of
the each network node on the ODUflex channel compris-
es:

de-mapping, by a destination network node, the
ODUflex frame from a received HO ODU frame, and
performing smooth processing on the ODUflex
frame so as to facilitate stability of a rate of an ad-
justed ODUflex frame; and
obtaining, by the destination network node, accord-
ing to the rate adjustment indication information and
the rate adjustment complete information, from the
HO ODU, the ODUflex frame encapsulated with valid
data.

[0061] In a nineth possible implementation form of the
method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the rate adjustment indication information,
the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of the each
network node on the ODUflex channel comprises:

stopping, by a source network node, obtaining a
packet service from a cache, encapsulating the
ODUflex frame by using invalid data, and sending
the ODUflex frame;
creating, by the source network node, rate adjust-
ment indication information, and sending out the rate
adjustment indication information;
adjusting, by the source network node, the transmis-
sion rate of the ODUflex frame;
after the adjustment is completed, creating, by the
source network node, rate adjustment complete in-
formation, and sending out the rate adjustment com-
plete information; and
after the rate adjustment complete information that
is returned from a destination network node is de-
tected, obtaining, by the source network node, the
packet service from the cache, encapsulating the
packet service to the ODUflex frame, further encap-
sulating the ODUflex frame to an HO ODU frame,
and sending the HO ODU frame.

[0062] In a tenth possible implementation form of the
method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the rate adjustment indication information,
the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of the each
network node on the ODUflex channel comprises:

de-mapping, by an intermediate network node, the
ODUflex frame from a received HO ODU frame;
upon receiving the rate adjustment indication infor-
mation, adjusting, by the intermediate network node,
a rate of the ODUflex frame;
when the adjusted rate is kept stable and rate ad-
justment complete information sent from a direction
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of a source node is received , sending, by the inter-
mediate network node, to a direction of a destination
network node the rate adjustment complete informa-
tion; and
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the rate adjustment complete information
returned from the destination network node.

[0063] In an eleventh possible implementation form of
the method according to the first aspect, the step of ad-
justing, according to the rate adjustment indication infor-
mation, the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of
the each network node on the ODUflex channel compris-
es:

transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the rate adjustment indication informa-
tion;
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the rate adjustment complete informa-
tion;
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, an HO ODU frame; and
transparently transmitting, by the intermediate net-
work node, the rate adjustment complete information
returned from the destination network node.

[0064] In a twelfth possible implementation form of the
method according to the first aspect, the step of adjusting,
according to the rate adjustment indication information,
the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame of the each
network node on the ODUflex channel comprises:

de-mapping, by a destination network node, the
ODUflex frame from a received HO ODU frame;
upon receiving the rate adjustment indication infor-
mation, adjusting, by the destination network node,
a rate of the ODUflex frame; and
when the adjusted rate is kept stable and rate ad-
justment complete information sent from a direction
of a source node is received, returning, by the des-
tination network node, the rate adjustment complete
information to a source network node.

[0065] According to a second aspect, an ODUflex
channel is provided. The ODUflex channel comprises a
source network node, at least one intermediate network
node and a destination network node. The source net-
work node is configured to create bandwidth adjustment
indication information and rate adjustment indication in-
formation. The bandwidth adjustment indication informa-
tion and the rate adjustment indication information are
encapsulated in an HO ODU overhead or an ODUflex
overhead to be transmitted to the intermediate network
node and the destination network node.
[0066] The source network node, the intermediate net-
work node and the destination network node are config-
ured to adjust, according to the bandwidth adjustment

indication information, a time slot occupied by an ODU-
flex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit
at an egress side.
[0067] The source network node, the intermediate net-
work node and the destination network node are config-
ured to adjust, according to the rate adjustment indication
information, a transmission rate of the ODUflex frame.
[0068] In a first possible implementation form of the
ODUflex channel according to the second aspect, the
source network node comprises a message sending
module, a bandwidth adjusting module and a rate adjust-
ing module.
[0069] The message sending module is configured to
create the bandwidth adjustment indication request in-
formation and the rate adjustment indication information
to be sent out.
[0070] The bandwidth adjusting module is configured
to adjust, according to the bandwidth adjustment indica-
tion request information, a time slot occupied by an ODU-
flex frame in a Higher Order Optical Channel Data Unit
at an egress side.
[0071] The rate adjusting module is configured to ad-
just, according to the rate adjustment indication informa-
tion, the transmission rate of the ODUflex frame.

Claims

1. In a source network node, a lossless adjustment
method of ODUflex channel bandwidth, character-
ized in that the method comprises:

obtaining (201), by the source network node,
current ODUflex channel bandwidth state infor-
mation through a network management system,
and implementing bandwidth reservation on an
ODUflex channel; and if the bandwidth reserva-
tion is successful:

adjusting (202), by the source network
node, the number of time slots occupied by
an ODUflex frame in a Higher Order Optical
Channel Data Unit, HO ODU, at an egress
side of the source network node on an ODU-
flex channel;
adjusting (203), by the source network
node, a transmission rate of the ODUflex
frame.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the adjusting the number of time slots occupied
by an ODUflex frame in a HO ODU at an egress side
of the source network node on an ODUflex channel
comprises, by the source network node:

generating bandwidth adjustment indication re-
quest information;
indicating, through a payload structure identifier,
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PSI, that allocating, by the HO ODU, the number
of time slots that are required to be occupied by
the ODUflex in the source network node is to be
completed;
waiting till the time slot adjustment is completed,
encapsulating bandwidth adjustment indication
request complete information into an ODUflex
overhead to be sent out, wherein the bandwidth
adjustment indication request complete infor-
mation is obtained by modifying the bandwidth
adjustment indication request information to be
normal;
detecting bandwidth adjustment indication re-
quest complete indication returned by a desti-
nation network node, and triggering to start the
ODUflex own rate adjustment in ODUflex level
if the detected bandwidth adjustment indication
indicates that adjusting the ODUflex channel
bandwidth at the HO ODU level is completed.

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in
that the adjusting (203) a transmission rate of the
ODUflex frame comprises, by the source network
node:

triggering a reading-enabled capacity of a pack-
et service cache to be ineffective; only caching
a packet service, but not reading a packet serv-
ice from the cache; and subsequently encapsu-
lating invalid data to an ODUflex, wherein the
ODUflex no longer has valid data;
generating rate increase indication information,
encapsulating the rate increase indication infor-
mation into an ODUflex overhead, and sending
the ODUflex overhead out;
adjusting an ODUflex clock so as to adjust the
ODUflex rate to an expected rate;
waiting till the ODUflex clock adjustment is sta-
bilized, generating an ODUflex rate adjustment
complete indication, encapsulating the ODUflex
rate adjustment complete indication into an
ODUflex overhead, and sending out the ODU-
flex overhead, wherein the ODUflex rate adjust-
ment complete indication indicates that the ad-
justment of the transmission rate of the ODUflex
frame of the source network node is completed;
after the ODUflex rate is adjusted, triggering the
reading-enabled capacity of the packet service
cache to be effective and obtaining the packet
service from the cache; and encapsulating,
through the GFP, the packet service to an ODU-
flex frame whose rate is adjusted; and
triggering the increase of packet service traffic
in the case that the adjustment of the ODUflex
channel bandwidth is completed.

4. A source network node device for implementing the
lossless adjustment method according to any one of

claims 1 to 3.

5. An optical channel transmission network, OTN, sys-
tem comprising a source network node according to
claim 4, at least one intermediate network node and
a destination network node.

Patentansprüche

1. Verlustloses Einstellverfahren einer Bandbreite ei-
nes ODUflex-Kanals in einem Quellennetzwerkkno-
ten, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren
umfasst:

Erhalten (201) von Informationen eines aktuel-
len Bandbreitenzustands eines ODUflex-Ka-
nals in dem Quellennetzwerkknoten durch ein
Netzwerkverwaltungssystem und Umsetzen ei-
ner Bandbreitenreservierung in einem ODUflex-
Kanal und wenn die Bandbreitenreservierung
erfolgreich ist:

Einstellen (202) durch den Quellennetz-
werkknoten der Anzahl von Zeitschlitzen,
die von einem ODUflex-Datenblock in einer
Dateneinheit eines optischen Kanals höhe-
rer Ordnung ("Higher Order Optical Chan-
nel Data Unit", HO ODU) auf einer Aus-
gangsseite des Quellennetzwerkknotens in
einem ODUflex-Kanal besetzt werden; und
Einstellen (203) einer Übertragungsge-
schwindigkeit des ODUflex-Datenblocks
durch den Quellennetzwerkknoten.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Einstellen der Anzahl von Zeit-
schlitzen, die von einem ODUflex-Datenblock in ei-
ner HO ODU auf einer Ausgangsseite des Quellen-
netzwerkknotens in einem ODUflex-Kanal besetzt
werden, durch den Quellennetzwerkknoten umfasst:

Erzeugen von Informationen einer Anzeigean-
frage der Bandbreiteneinstellung;
Anzeigen durch eine Nutzdatenstrukturken-
nung ("Payload Structure Identifier", PSI), dass
ein Unterbringen durch die HO ODU der Anzahl
von Zeitschlitzen, die für ein Besetzen durch die
ODUflex in dem Quellennetzwerkknoten erfor-
derlich ist, abgeschlossen werden muss;
Warten bis die Zeitschlitzeinstellung abge-
schlossen ist, Einkapseln von Informationen
zum Abschluss der Anzeigeanfrage der Band-
breiteneinstellung in zu versendenden ODUf-
lex-Verwaltungsdaten, wobei die Informationen
zum Abschluss der Anzeigeanfrage der Band-
breiteneinstellung erhalten werden, indem die
Informationen der Anzeigeanfrage der Band-
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breiteneinstellung auf normal verändert werden;
Erkennen einer Anzeige zum Abschluss der An-
zeigeanfrage der Bandbreiteneinstellung, die
von einem Zielnetzwerkknoten zurückgegeben
wird, und Auslösen eines Starts der Einstellung
der ODUflex-eigenen Geschwindigkeit in der
ODUflex-Ebene, wenn die erkannte Bandbrei-
teneinstellungsanzeige anzeigt, dass das Ein-
stellen der ODUflex-Kanalbandbreite auf der
HO-ODU-Ebene abgeschlossen wurde.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Einstellen (203) einer Übertra-
gungsgeschwindigkeit des ODUflex-Datenblocks
durch den Quellennetzwerkknoten umfasst:

Auslösen eines Deaktivierens einer lesefähigen
Kapazität eines Cachespeichers eines Daten-
paketdienstes; alleiniges Zwischenspeichern
eines Paketdienstes, aber nicht Lesen eines Pa-
ketdienstes aus dem Cachespeicher; und nach-
folgend Einkapseln unzulässiger Daten in einer
ODUflex, wobei die ODUflex keine zulässigen
Daten mehr aufweist;
Erzeugen von Anzeigeinformationen eines Ge-
schwindigkeitsanstiegs, Einkapseln der Anzei-
geinformationen des Geschwindigkeitsanstiegs
in ODUflex-Verwaltungsdaten und Versenden
der ODUflex-Verwaltungsdaten;
Einstellen eines ODUflex-Takts, um die ODUf-
lex-Geschwindigkeit auf eine erwartete Ge-
schwindigkeit einzustellen;
Warten bis sich die ODUflex-Takteinstellung
stabilisiert hat, Erzeugen einer Abschlussanzei-
ge der ODUflex-Geschwindigkeitseinstellung,
Einkapseln der Abschlussanzeige der ODUflex-
Geschwindigkeitseinstellung in den ODUflex-
Verwaltungsdaten und Versenden der ODUflex-
Verwaltungsdaten, wobei die Abschlussanzei-
ge der ODUflex-Geschwindigkeitseinstellung,
die anzeigt, dass die Einstellung der Übertra-
gungsgeschwindigkeit des ODUflex-Daten-
blocks des Quellennetzwerkknotens abge-
schlossen wurde;
nachdem die ODUflex-Geschwindigkeit einge-
stellt wurde, Auslösen eines Aktivierens der le-
sefähigen Kapazität des Cachespeichers des
Datenpaketdienstes und Erhalten des Datenpa-
ketdienstes aus dem Cachespeicher; und Ein-
kapseln durch den GFP des Datenpaketdiens-
tes in einem ODUflex-Datenblock, dessen Ge-
schwindigkeit eingestellt wurde; und
Auslösen des Anstiegs eines Datenpaketdienst-
verkehrs in dem Fall, in dem die Einstellung der
ODUflex-Kanalbandbreite abgeschlossen wur-
de.

4. Quellennetzwerkknotenvorrichtung zum Umsetzen

des verlustlosen Einstellverfahrens nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 3.

5. Optisches Kanalübertragungsnetzwerksystem
("Optical channel Transmission Network system",
OTN-System), das einen Quellennetzwerkknoten
nach Anspruch 4 aus mindestens einem zwischen-
geschalteten Netzwerkknoten und einem Zielnetz-
werkknoten umfasst.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’ajustement sans perte de bande passan-
te de canal ODUflex, dans un noeud de réseau sour-
ce, caractérisé en ce que le procédé comprend :

obtenir (201), par le noeud de réseau source,
des informations d’état de bande passante de
canal ODUflex par l’intermédiaire d’un système
de gestion de réseau, et mettre en oeuvre une
réservation de bande passante sur un canal
ODUflex ; et, si la réservation de bande passan-
te est réussie :

ajuster (202), par le noeud de réseau sour-
ce, le nombre d’intervalles de temps occu-
pés par une trame ODUflex dans une unité
de données de canal optique d’ordre supé-
rieur, HO ODU, d’un côté de sortie du noeud
de réseau source sur un canal ODUflex ; et
ajuster (203), par le noeud de réseau sour-
ce, un débit de transmission de la trame
ODUflex.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
que l’ajustement du nombre d’intervalles de temps
occupés par une trame ODUflex dans une HO ODU
sur un côté de sortie du noeud de réseau source sur
un canal ODUflex comprend les étapes suivantes,
effectuées par le noeud de réseau source :

générer des informations de demande d’indica-
tion d’ajustement de bande passante ;
indiquer, par l’intermédiaire d’un identificateur
de structure de charge utile, PSI, que l’alloca-
tion, par l’HO ODU, du nombre d’intervalles tem-
porels qui doivent être occupés par l’ODUflex
dans le noeud de réseau source doit être
effectuée ;
attendre que l’ajustement d’intervalles de temps
soit terminé, encapsuler des informations de de-
mande d’indication d’ajustement de bande pas-
sante terminé dans un surdébit d’ODUflex de-
vant être envoyé, dans lequel les informations
de demande d’indication d’ajustement de bande
passante terminé sont obtenues en modifiant
les informations de demande d’indication d’ajus-
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tement de bande passante terminé pour qu’elles
soient normales ;
détecter une indication de demande d’indication
d’ajustement de bande passante terminé ren-
voyée par un noeud de réseau de destination,
et déclencher le démarrage de l’ajustement du
débit propre d’ODUflex au niveau de l’ODUflex
si l’indication d’ajustement de bande passante
détectée indique que l’ajustement de la bande
passante du canal ODUflex au niveau de l’HO
ODU est terminé.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce
que l’ajustement (203) d’un débit de transmission
de la trame ODUflex comprend les étapes suivantes,
effectuées par le réseau de source :

déclencher une capacité de lecture activée d’un
cache de service de paquets pour qu’elle soit
inefficace ; mettre en cache seulement un ser-
vice de paquets, mais ne pas lire un service de
paquets à partir du cache ; et encapsuler ensuite
des données invalides dans un ODUflex, dans
lequel l’ODUflex n’a plus de données valides ;
générer des informations d’indication d’aug-
mentation de débit, encapsuler les informations
d’indication d’augmentation de débit dans un
surdébit d’ODUflex, et envoyer le surdébit
d’ODUflex ;
ajuster une horloge d’ODUflex de façon à ajuster
le débit d’ODUflex à un débit prévu ;
attendre que l’ajustement d’horloge d’ODUflex
soit stabilisé, générer une indication d’ajuste-
ment de débit d’ODUflex terminé, encapsuler
l’indication d’ajustement de débit d’ODUflex ter-
miné dans un surdébit d’ODUflex, et envoyer le
surdébit d’ODUflex, dans lequel l’indication
d’ajustement de débit d’ODUflex terminé qui in-
dique que l’ajustement du débit de transmission
de la trame ODUflex du noeud de réseau source
de transmission est terminé ;
une fois que le débit d’ODUflex a été ajusté, dé-
clencher la capacité de lecture activée du cache
de service de paquets pour qu’elle soit effective,
et obtenir le service de paquets à partir du
cache ; et encapsuler, par le GFP, le service de
paquets dans une trame ODUflex dont le débit
est ajusté ; et
déclencher l’augmentation du trafic de service
de paquets dans le cas où l’ajustement de la
bande passante du canal ODUflex est terminé.

4. Dispositif de noeud de réseau source pour mettre
en oeuvre le procédé d’ajustement sans perte selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3.

5. Système de réseau de transmission à canal optique,
OTN, comprenant un noeud de réseau source selon

la revendication 4, au moins un noeud de réseau
intermédiaire et un noeud de réseau de destination.
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